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DJI S1000 In Depth

From assembly to its performance in the air
By Katya Nelhams-Wright, The Helicopter Girls

Someone once said to me building a mulitrotor is
‘a dark art.’ Although I prefer democratisation to
shrouding it in mystery, there is a grain of truth in
it. Getting the right combinations of components
together to make your machine as efficient as
possible with the weight you need to carry,
without breaking the bank trying endless
combinations along the way, takes a lot of
research and experience. Having built several
octocopters and gimbals to use in broadcast I am
very excited to have a prototype of the premium
version of DJI’s new S1000 to try out - an
octocopter designed for professional use with
some very nice design features.

The S1000 has been optimised to work with the
A2 flight controller so I’m installing that, a DJI
iOSD Mark II, DJI AVL58 5.8 GHz Video TX/RX
and my Futaba 14SG radio.

!
!

!

With the S1000, DJI have taken the mystery out
of it and done the work for you, delivering an outof-the-box heavy lifter which has a take off weight
of 6 to 11kg and can comfortably fly for 10
minutes - DJI claim 15 minutes with their
Zenmuse gimbal carrying the Canon 5D MkIII on
board. All you have to do is choose your preferred
flight controller, radio and ancillary electronics
such as OSD and video RX/TX.

!
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Nice feature: The S1000 with arms and props
folded making it very portable and quick to set
up.
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Components for building the frame
Out of the box the S1000 is broken down into 3 user friendly sections. Centre frame and H-frame
with fully integrated power distribution board, pre-installed ESC connectors and landing gear servos
with limits already set; Arms with motors, high performance folding props and ESCs pre-installed;
and Retractable Landing Gear.

The first thing to note about the S1000 is the level of
quality. The main frame, arms and H-frame are carbon
fibre and the motors, ESCs mounts and other joints are
aluminium.

!

This prototype came with three battery straps, velcro
and a small bag of parts including collapsible GPS
antenna mount, a connector set for the centre frame
ESC hub to A2, a servo wire to connect the landing
gear to the A2 and various screws. The S1000 comes
with 3 XT60 connectors on the main frame for the A2,
iOSD and a Zenmuse gimbal, and a spark free XT150
connector coming off the main board for your flight
pack. Once you have soldered the XT150 connectors
onto your own batteries (the only soldering I had to do
for the entire installation), all you need to complete the
build are a 2.0mm and 2.5mm hex wrench, thread lock
for the screws, cable ties and pliers for neat wiring
installation and some heavy duty foam double sided
adhesive tape for mounting the A2, IMU etc. All the
ESC and power connections are pre-soldered which
means no danger of dry joints, getting the polarity
wrong or having power cables short out.!
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Accessories that come with the kit.

Tools you need to complete the build.

The Build
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From box to built in less than 20 minutes
One of the key features of the S1000 is that all the parts are designed just to clip together, it is
incredibly user friendly and quick to assemble. With so much of the wiring integrated into the frame
there’s really very little to do. I began by installing the landing gear and built from the ground up.

!

Landing Gear Assembly!
The S1000 has integrated retractable landing gear
with servos pre installed and the limits already set.

!

The H-frame with vibration dampeners and gimbal
rods is already built into the centre frame. Having
connected the landing skids to the vertical leg with
the warning sticker and spring connector facing
out, push the top of the landing gear leg into the
connection point on the H-frame until it engages
with a notch which holds it in place. Attach the
springs (making sure they’re approx 70mm when
extended), thread lock and tighten the three
screws at the top and bottom of each leg and the
landing gear is good to go.

Vertical tube slots into the aluminium bracket on
the horizontal skid.

Connection point for landing gear.

Landing gear servos on the underside of the frame.
A wire runs from here to port F2 on the FC.
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Extended spring should face out and measure
approx 70mm.
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Attaching the Arms
Next is the really innovative part of the S1000, the folding arms. Unlike previous DJI models, the S1000
booms are carbon fibre and they come with integrated 40amp ESCs, DJI 4114 Pro 400kv motors and
1552 folding props already installed. The motor mount and prop holder are aluminium and feel sturdy
and secure. I also like the fact that the arms have built in LED lights for orientation, M1 and M2 are red,
the rest are green.

Carbon arms with integrated motors and wiring

Nice feature: Each motor sits on a vibration
dampening system above the ESC and heat sink
which keeps the system running cool.

Another nice touch - arms and props are marked
either CW or CCW so there’s no need to worry
about getting the direction of the motor and
props wrong - match CCW arms with M1, 3, 5
and 7 and CW arms with M2, 4, 6 and 8.
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With motors, props & ESCs pre-assembled all there is to do is attach the arms to the frame. Again this
is simple, the M4x35 screws act as a hinge at the base of each arm, the wire threads through the gap
in the mount ready to be plugged into the power distribution board, and the arm locks in the horizontal
position by lifting the boom up and twisting the red locking mechanism until it clicks into place. It feels
good and sturdy.

!

The frame before arm is affixed.

Bolt acts as a hinge for the arm.

Once the arm is raised twist and lock tight.

Arms in the folded position.

Connecting the ESC’s
The only job left is to connect up the ESC’s. The
wire that runs through each arm is split into a
power connector which plugs neatly and tightly
into the power distribution board and an ESC
signal cable which goes into the ESC port on
the frame. Each one is marked with its
corresponding motor number to avoid
confusion. I wrapped the power lead once
around the frame post for neat wiring and cable
tied everything down.

!

The build is now literally complete, no need for
any soldering and the wiring and joints all feel
nice and secure. It is lightweight and feels like a
high quality frame. Now she’s ready for the
electronics!
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ESC port labelled for corresponding motor.
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Installing the Electronics
I always find it annoying that promotion photos show lovely clean looking machines with no visible
wires but take a closer look and you realise they haven’t got all of the electronics installed. To help
keep the electronics installation neat, clean and tidy, DJI have done two good things with the S1000.
Not only have they designed the ‘Plug and Play’ power distribution board and ESC system; the centre
plate is also nice and roomy with eight designated mounting points to put your main electronics and
add-on components so you won’t run out room.

!

The frame has a position marked
out for the IMU at the rear
between the centre plates.

Nice feature: ‘Plug and Play’
power distribution board.
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The S1000 was designed for use with the A2 - DJI’s newest flight control system. So this is what I have
installed, as well as a DJI iOSD and video TX. I mounted everything in place using double sided foam
tape in the positions shown. All other units including the A2 PMU were neatly mounted and routed
within the centre frame.

!

Once everything is in place the A2 hooks up to the ESC hub using the supplied connector set.
The IMU is encased in aluminium and
mounted in the marked position between the
two centre plates.

!

The A2 FC comes in an aluminium casing. I
mounted it on the front left side of the frame
close to the ESC hub.

!

The LED module installed on the rear left
mounting point.
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I chose to mount the iOSD between the centre
plates on the right hand side.

The DJI AVL58 5.8 GHz Video TX/RX is
mounted on the rear right hand lower mounting
point.

The ESC hub on the underside of the centre
frame to the rear.
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The yellow lead goes into the signal pin of M1
and the brown lead M4. The all black lead is the
ground connector and the active ground pins
are M1-M4. Connect the leads to the
corresponding pins of the ESC hub on the
underside of the frame.

Make sure to connect the A2 PMU to CAN 2
and the IMU connector to CAN 1.

The landing gear servo plugs into F1 of the A2
but it must be configured in the assistant
software before plugging in.

With the electronics installed the final step is to configure the flight control system. I am flying
the A2 for the first time. I won’t go into detail on how to set the A2 up as the manual is very
comprehensive - I recommend reading it if you haven’t set up an A2 before as there are a few
differences to the WKM or NAZA V1 & V2.

!
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Flight Testing
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If it weren’t for the terrible weather this month in
the UK this would have been just hours from the
box arriving by Fedex from China to getting the
S1000 in the air for its first test flight. I will be
installing a gimbal to fly either my Blackmagic
Pocket Cinema Camera or Canon 5D MkIII but
for now I’m taking it through a series of test
flights until I am fully happy with the set up.

!

DJI recommend flying using 6S 16000mAh
batteries which they claim will give a fifteen
minute flight time with a Zenmuse and 5D Mk III
on board. While I wait for my 16000mAh
batteries to arrive I am using my GensAce 6S
10000mAh batteries. The quick release battery
tray is a neat feature that makes installing the
battery easy, and the folding arms and props
meant I was ready to fly within minutes of
arriving at the field.

!
Landing gear before I toggled the switch to retract.

Take off was very smooth and it has a nice
responsive throttle. I was impressed with the

stability and the altitude hold both in forward/backward flight and sideways tracking. I started off with the
default gains on the A2, then landed and upped the basic gains to 130 using the DJI A2 Assistant app on
my iPhone. Those gains were pretty good but I was starting to lose light and yet another storm was
coming in so this I will continue to test and tune.

!

Admittedly there is no payload on board yet, but for a big machine I really like the way the S1000 flies. It
feels like there’s tonnes of power in reserve, is very responsive and manoeuvrable and so I’m looking
forward to flying a lot more with it. I had my reservations about folding arms, expecting this could cause
some vibration, so I hard mounted a GoPro camera to the gimbal H frame which is a good indicator of
whether there’s any vibration coming through the frame. The picture was nearly perfect meaning there is
very little vibration, so good news for the electronics and I will be expecting the gimbal when I get it up and
running to perform super smoothly. I’ll be posting video as soon as I do.

!

It is early days but with features that make it so user friendly I will not be surprised if this becomes the go
to frame for anyone wanting to fly the Canon 5D or the Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera.

!
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